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The History of Digby Wells Environmental

Company opening function: (L to R) David Michael, Digby Wells, Jessica Trusler, Graham 

Trusler, Ken van Rooyen, Lorraine Bates, Francois van Wyk, Jeff Park, Teresa and Dick 

Plaistowe.



The History of Digby Wells Environmental



Level 2 BBBEE Contributor

• In 2015, Digby Wells concluded a
partnership with a majority black women
owned and managed company, Lwazi
Capital.

• Nombini Mehlomakulu, who is a Non-
Executive Director for Digby Wells, is the
main shareholder in Lwazi Capital.

• Through this partnership, the Digby Wells
Ukwabelana Employee Trust and
Education Trust, we are a proud level 2
BBBEE contributor.

Nombini Mehlomakulu and Graham Trusler on finalisation

of the partnership agreement, November 2015.  



Digby Wells Environmental Board of Directors

Jeffrey Leslie Leaver

Non-Executive Chairman

Nombini Mehlomakulu

Non-Executive Director

Danie Otto

Executive Director

Roger Williams

Non-Executive Director

Lucy Stevens

Executive Director

Graham Trusler

CEO (Founding Partner)



Digby Wells Environmental Capabilities

Environmental 

Management Services

Compliance Services

Social and Heritage 

Services

Rehabilitation, Closure 

and Soils

Sustainability Reporting

Ecology and 

Atmospheric Services

Geographic Information 

Systems

Water Geosciences



Digby Wells Environmental Project Experience

• After developing a baseload of projects in South Africa, we completed our first

international work in 1996 with projects in Mali, Tanzania and Zambia.

• Over the last 25 years, we have built long lasting relationships with our clients

and we have had the privilege to partner with them as they have grown.

• It is through these clients that we as a company have learnt valuable lessons,

expanded our geographical footprint and genuinely made a difference as we

took on new projects both big and small. We continue to Make A Difference.

• Today, we have completed projects on five of the seven continents.



Digby Wells Environmental Project Experience



Largest constructed wetland in West Africa (if not Africa)

Loulo Gounkoto, 2016



Largest constructed wetland in West Africa (if not Africa) 

Loulo Gounkoto, 2018



Largest mine-related resettlement in Africa 

Kibali Resettlement Action Plan



DRDGOLD – TopStar Dump 

Topstar Dump before (top left) and during mining (top right); 

and ground level reclamation of the dump all but complete 

(bottom)



Mali Lithium

• We were appointed to undertake preliminary Environmental and Social
screening assessment in 2016.

• The contract was awarded due to our local presence coupled with our
experience in completing projects to Malian legislation and our experience in
completing projects to international standards including the Equator Principles,
World Bank Group and International Finance Corporation (IFC) policies and
guidelines.

• This partnership has grown more recently to include the complete ESIA and
Community Development Plan.



Mali Lithium – First Lithium Mine in Mali 

Our Malian Country Manager Mamadou and  former Malian Director Seydou Semega presenting Mali Lithium’s 

Goulamina Lithium Project to the DNGM (La Direction Nationale de la Géologie et des Mines) in Bamako.



The Kazangula Bridge Project



EACOP – Largest Pipeline globally

2,139,000Kms driving distance 

covered

Combined 909,660 team hours; 

with 509 days on site

1 Lost Time Injury

0 Medically treated Injury

Key HSE Figures



Sasol Sigma Defunct Colliery Rehabilitation 

July 2016 October 2017

November 2017 May 2018



Exxaro Belfast Resettlement Action Plan



Panel Presentations

Grant Beringer: 

Barrick Group Sustainability 

Executive

Mongezi Veti

Exxaro Executive Head of 

Sustainability

Lucy Stevens 

Digby Wells Director Legal 

Services



Grant Beringer: Barrick Group Sustainability Executive

Grant Holds a BSc in Geology and Geography & Environmental Management and an
MSc in Environmental Management. He has over 16 years of experience in
Environmental and Social Consulting within the mining Industry and has been
extensively involved in the management and compilation of the Environmental and
Social Impact Assessments (ESIA) as well as with the compilation of Environmental
Management Plans (EMP) primarily in the resources sector across Africa.

He has experience in conducting Due Diligence investigations, Closure Cost
Assessments ESIA compilation and EMP compliance auditing throughout Africa, South
America and the United States of America. This has included work in Botswana,
Namibia, Zambia, The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Zimbabwe, Guinea, Côte
d’Ivoire, Mozambique, Mali, Ghana, Tanzania, Senegal, South Africa, USA, Peru,
Argentina and Dominican Republic. The projects he has worked on have covered various
minerals, including gold, silver, copper, cobalt, nickel, rare earth minerals and coal. He
also has experience in the Oil and Gas sector.

Special areas of interest include Project Management, Closure Liability Assessments,
Closure Cost Estimations, Closure Planning and Due Diligences.

Prior to Joining Barrick he was a Director of an International Consulting business.



Our Values



Barrick’s Global Footprint

Producing Projects Acacia (63.9% Barrick) Copper producing

Golden Sunlight

Nevada Gold Mines (61.5%)

Fourmile (100%)

Hemlo

Pueblo Viejo (60%)

Lagunas Norte

Kibali (45%)

Porgera (47.5%)

Donlin Gold (50%)

Jabal Sayid (50%)

Zaldivar (50%)

Norte Abierto (50%)

Pascua-Lama

Veladero (50%)

Lumwana

Loulo-Gounkoto

(80%)

Morila (40%)

Tongon (89.7%)

North Mara

Bulyanhulu

Buzwagi



Barrick’s Culture and DNA

We are results driven through agile decision making and disciplined 
execution.

We keep it simple – delivering fit for purpose solutions.

We Walk the Talk and we respect each other as peers, own our business 
working as a team towards a common vision (one team – one vision).

We foster genuine partnerships, and deliver on our commitments to 
partners.

We communicate directly, honestly and transparently, as responsible and 
accountable owners.

We earn our social license by being part of our host communities, managing 
the impact of our operations and building a sustainable legacy.



Our Sustainability Vision

Barrick’s sustainability vision is to create long-term value for all our

stakeholders. We contribute to the social and economic

development of our host countries and communities. We protect the

safety and health of our workforce. We respect human rights. And

we manage our impacts on the natural environment, both today and

with future generations in mind.

We live our vision every day, by embedding environmental, social and

economic considerations into all our business decisions, through

partnerships with host governments and communities and by

engaging respectfully with all our stakeholders.



Our Sustainability Principles

We put safety first 

Everyone on our mines, from a General Manager on a safety walk around to employees exercising their Stop Unsafe Work Authority, is 

part of an organization-wide goal of continuous improvement towards a zero-harm workplace

We conduct our business with integrity, transparency and fairness

Our Code of Conduct and Business Ethics applies to all staff and contractors. We have zero tolerance of bribery and corruption in all forms. 

We transparently report on our sustainability performance and impacts

We build and maintain genuine partnerships

We constantly work to form and maintain mutually beneficial and sustainable partnerships with our core stakeholders including

Governments, local communities, shareholders and suppliers

We prioritize local hiring and buying

We build the skills and capacity of host country workers and vendors, to multiply our positive impact on local, regional and national 

economies

We empower local communities

We invest in social and economic opportunities including education, water and healthcare and we form locally elected Community 

Development Committees to help host communities shape and deliver sustainable development on the ground

We reduce our environmental impacts

Every site is expected to minimize energy and water use, manage waste and land safely and be a responsible steward of its natural 

environment

We plan for closure at all stages

We rehabilitate our mine sites as we go and we invest in economic and environmental projects that can be sustained beyond the life of a 

mine



Governance and Management

The creation of the management-level Environmental 

& Social Oversight Committee to regularly review the 

Company’s sustainability performance. This 

supersedes the quarterly sustainability reviews

The former Board’s Corporate Responsibility 

Committee has been folded into the Corporate 

Governance & Nominating Committee

Weekly Business Plan Review meetings (BPRs) 

have been replaced with weekly Executive 

Committee (ExCo) meetings led by our President 

and CEO

The external CSR Advisory Board, that was used as 

a discussion forum, has been disbanded

Following our merger with Randgold, there have 

been several changes in Barrick’s governance

Board Oversight

Audit & Risk 
Committee

Business 
Assurance 

Group

Corporate 
Governance & 

Nominating 
Committee

Weekly 
Executive 

Review Meetings

Compensation 
Committee

Environmental & 
Social Oversight 

Committee

Sustainability Executive

Chief Operating Officers

Regional Leads

Site Level Ownership of Sustainability Risks and 
Opportunities



Devolution to where the business is

“The Business is where the Mine is”



The Rise of Sustainability Globally

“We are witnessing the rise of the sustainable investor. In a little 
over a decade, environmental, social and governance risk has 
moved from a footnote, to a headline in how investors are thinking 
about asset management.”

"Bank of America estimates that over the next few decades, equity investments 
aligned with ESG criteria could attract assets equal to the size of the Standard & 
Poor’s 500 index today."



Environment

GovernanceSocial 

Sustainability

Triple 
Bottom 

Line

Sustainable 
Developmen

t

Corporate 
Social 

Governance

Net 
Positive

Transparenc
y

Corporate 
Governance

ESG at Barrick



The Challenge & Opportunity 



2018 Highlights



Recognition

Barrick has again made the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) World Index - the 
DJSI independently evaluates more than 2,500 companies using rigorous sustainability 
criteria to identify the top 10 percent of performers. 

This is recognition of exceptional corporate sustainability leadership within our industry.

This year was an unusual submission due to the merger and thus for the submission, we 
followed the approach recommended by the DJSI when companies undergo significant 
corporate actions (such as mergers). 

Some key point we are happy to report:

This is the 12th consecutive year Barrick has been listed on the World Index. 

We ranked in the 97th percentile of mining companies and improved our score over last year. 

We ranked as the leader in the mining industry in the topics of “Code of Business Conduct”, 
“Corporate Citizenship and Philanthropy”, “Asset Closure Management”, and “Social Impacts on 
Communities”



Philosophy in Action

MAKING THE NORTH MARA TSF OPERATIONAL AGAIN
& PARTNERSHIP BUILDING IN TANZANIA

When we acquired North Mara in Tanzania from Acacia 
Mining in September 2019, one of our key priorities was 
to kick start a strong relationship with the Surrounding 
Communities

North Mara had a history of poor community relations

Our first actions at North Mara have been extensive 
community engagement 

The establishment of a Community Development 
Committee to oversee local community investment and 
put the community at the center of the decision-making 
process



Our Values



Mongezi Veti: Executive Head of Sustainability

Mr. Veti holds a Masters Degree in Business Leadership from UNISA. He
also holds a Mining Engineering Diploma from University of Johannesburg.

In 2008, he completed advanced management program at Wharton,
University of Pennsylvania in the USA. He also holds a Mine overseer’s
Certificate and Mining Manager’s Certificate of Competency for fiery mines.

In the early 80’s, Mr. Veti worked for Anglo Gold at Western deep Levels and
later joined Sasol Mining in 1994. In 2002 he became Mine Manager at
Arnot, and was appointed General Manager Area 2 soon after the merger. In
2010, Mr. Veti was appointed General Manager: Safety Health Environment
and Community.

In 2012, Mr Veti was elected President of the South African Colliery
Managers’ Association (SACMA).

In 2015, Mr Veti was appointed Executive Head: Sustainability, which is his
current position.



EXXARO: ENVIRONMENTAL 
& CLIMATE CHANGE 

STEWARDSHIP
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Powering Our Sustainability Excellence in 

Africa and Beyond

1 2 3 4 5 6
• Environmental Stewardship-

The careful & responsible 
management of the 
environment 

• One of Exxaro’s main objectives 
is to build a sustainable business 
that invests in environmental & 
climate change stewardship, the  
SDGs & communities

• Exxaro’s broader corporate 
social responsibility strategy is 
aligned with the National 
Development Plan (NDP) & the 
SDGs;

• Exxaro is committed to being a 
positive force for social change 
& economic empowerment.
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Exxaro: Environmental & 

Climate Change Stewardship • Exxaro prioritises

environmental & climate 

change stewardship through 

various initiatives;

• The mining industry has an 

unprecedented opportunity 

to mobilise significant 

human, physical, 

technological & financial 

resources to advance 

environmental & climate 

change stewardship & the 

SDGs
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Exxaro: Environmental & Climate 

Change Stewardship

• Exxaro has spent over R500 

million on water treatment 

technologies;

• Water treatment plants as part 

of environmental & climate 

change stewardship i.e water 

conservation & management;

• Clean water is supplied to 

communities.

SDG 

Integration
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Exxaro: Environmental & Climate 

Change Stewardship

• Exxaro owns (100%) two wind farms 
in the Eastern Cape (AmaKhala
eMoyeni & Tsitsikama, with a total 
generation capacity of 239MW of 
renewable. 

• Renewable energy projects critical 
for climate change mitigation and 
adaptation;

SDG 

Integration
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Exxaro: Environmental & Climate Change Stewardship

Unlocking value for Exxaro through land assets by:

• Promoting Exxaro’s environmental stewardship

• Productive use of land owned by Exxaro (land as a business)

• Creating agri-economy and leaving lasting legacy

42

Land Management
SDG 

Integration

• Land management 

through 

sustainable 

farming by Exxaro 

stakeholders;

• Sustainable 

farming adopts 

more 

environmentally 

sound methods of 

that reduce 

environmental & 

climate change 

risks



Private and Confidential

Mineral Succession Programme
Powering Better Lives Through Targeted Development Initiatives

Jan 2020



Private and Confidential

Increasing socioeconomic & environmental pressures has driven mining companies to take action, legislation 
is adapting in support

Why a Mineral Succession Programme?

44

Socioeconomic Pressures Environmental Pressures Changing Regulation
Mining Companies Taking 

Action

Driving Forces Enabling the Green Economy on Mined Land

Source: 1) Mckinsey & Company ‘Putting the Shine back in the South African Mining Industry’ 2) Fin24 ‘Creating jobs is governemtn’s most important 
task – Ramaphosa’ 3)Fin24 ‘In-depth:Cleaning up the mining mess’ 4)Fin24:’Potential ground-breaking changes for Mne Closure 5)Mine Water 
Coordinating Body Company Website 6)Businessday ‘Rio Tinto’s climate warning could split the mining industry’

Mining employment 
has shed

~50 000 jobs 
Since 2009- a trend set 

to continue1

Creating jobs is 
government’s most 

important task –
Ramaphosa2

With more than
6 000 abandoned mines 
regulators are searching 

for answers to 
responsible mine 

closure3

Changes for Mine 
Closure Amendment Bill 

(NEMLA) is currently 
being considered by 

government 4

Mine Water 
Coordinating Body 
established to find 

solutions for 
sustainable re-use of 

mine water5

Current Projects

- Mine water for Irrigation

- Green Engine
- Brugspruit Water Cleaning 

Initiative

The mining industry is 
under pressure from 

investors demanding 
sustainable and ethical 

mining and closure6

Community unrest due 
to Environmental 

pollution common in SA 
mining industry



Private and Confidential

Exxaro Enterprise and Supplier 
Development (ESD)

Through ESD funding, Exxaro drives 
supplier development (SD) and 
enterprise development (ED) to 

ensure both compliance and 
sustainability

Exxaro Social Labour Plan (SLP)
As a prerequisite to obtain and 

maintain a mining license Exxaro 
requires an SLP with a social 
upliftment mandate for the 

communities affected by mining 
activities

Mine Closure
Sustainability drives the 

rehabilitation and mine closure 
initiatives within Exxaro  

Impact Investment
Exxaro is investigating mechanisms 

of creating equity instruments 
aimed at increasing developmental 

impact 

MSP drives socio-economic development and environmental rehabilitation through enabling and leveraging 
programmes currently active within Exxaro

Where does MSP fit into Exxaro’s CSI drive?

MSP will leverage and strive to better coordinate current Exxaro initiatives

45

Mineral Succession Program (MSP)

MSP’s mandate is to develop sustainable, 
transformed non-mining businesses with long 
term socioeconomic benefit for communities 

around Exxaro mining platforms

The MSP will leverage synergies across relevant vehicles and functions within Exxaro to ensure a holistic 
approach to realizing sustainable socioeconomic impact



Private and Confidential

A regional impact investment approach will be followed based on available agri resources such as climatic 
conditions, land and water

Regional structure of Impact Capital Deployment
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Limpopo
(R100mil+)

Mpumalanga
(R100mil+)

Tshikondeni
(R50mil+)

Northern KZN
(R50mil+)

• Controlled atmosphere farming (intensive) & Algae production. 
• Cattle and Game (extensive). Potential industry partner/s: EARN & Efficient 

Biotech (Solar Algae)

• Expand Cherrie Footprint (intensive) and consider other high value crops 
(controlled atmosphere). ZZ2 commercial partner

• Support commercial piggery development on Strathrae (intensive)
• Optimize regional grain production through FaaS (extensive)

• Tomato Processing (intensive)
• Cattle and Game (extensive) 
• Tiger Brands is a potential Industry partner for tomato paste production

• Pecan Nuts/Controlled Atmosphere farming (intensive). 
• Cattle and Game (Extensive)
• Progeny is an industry partner

Proposed Geographic Investment Structure

Eastern Cape
(R100mil+)

• Irrigated Grain Farming & milling
• Opportunity for tree crops to be investigated
• Nciba Grain Group is industry partner



Private and Confidential

Projects are assessed based on desktop assessments and priorities and resources are assigned according to 
ranking

MSP Projects Pipeline

Scored and Ranked Opportunities

47

Project Name
Financial Ask 
(Million ZAR)

# of Jobs 
Created

Grading Score Rank #

EARN, Lephalale AgriPreneur Cluster 3.77 30 91% 1

INANI, Feeding Scheme Initiative 10.3 20 - 44 88% 2

Hlobane Cattle Conditioning Facility 25.0 20 87% 3

FaaS Strathrae 25.0 6 - 10 85% 4

Mutale Irrigation Scheme, Mine Water Rights - TBD - - TBD - 83% 5

Algae Modular Technology 46.9 22 81% 6

Mutale Irrigation Scheme, Dam - TBD - - TBD 80% 7

Zoekop Cherries 40.0 159 79% 8

Durnacol Pecan Orchards 15.0 53 63% 9

Piggery Initiatives, Durnacol & Strathrae 80.0 30 60% 10

Total 245.97 320

Source: Mineral Succession Team Analysis
Notes: 



Private and Confidential

By leveraging appropriate internal and external funding sources MSP initiatives can be enabled while 
financial exposure

Funding Sources

Potential Funding Sources
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Fu
n

d
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Internal External

ESD –
Enterprise 

and Supplier 
Developme

nt 

• Emerging small & medium 
Enterprises with >51% black 
ownership

• Businesses must be sustainable 
and commercially and legally 
viable

ECF -
Exxaro 

Chairman’s 
Fund

• Initiatives that are, by nature, for 
non-profit and 
altruistic/philanthropic purposes

• Communities surrounding Exxaro 
mining operations

MSP Budget

• Programme Implementation & 
Coordination

• Resources supporting during 
Feasibility and business planning

• Development Finance Institutions with 
specific rural development mandates are 
targeted as financial partners

• Social and environmental impact are key 
considerations for investment

• Commercial and specialised agri banks, 
such as the Landbank provide finance 
at preferential rates

Funding will be tailored to fit each development or opportunity and additional external sources will be 
developed and leveraged using Exxaro land and resources as seed capital

• Specialised Impact Investment funds are 
targeted as equity co-investors

• Key Investment criteria require projects with 
scale and attractive commercial returns

Developmen
t Finance 

Institutions

Impact 
Investors

Commercial 
and agri

Banks



Private and Confidential

MSP Targets and Challenges 2020

49

The biggest challenge will be to secure alternative sources of seed capital for larger impact projects

Targets Challenges

1. Confirm National and Regional Partnerships
• Confirm suitable regional commercial partners for 

both intensive and extensive initiatives
• Determine scope of cooperation
• Enter into agreements

2. Engage External Funding Partners
• Identify suitable financing and investment 

partners
• Develop appropriate investment and funding 

models
• Enter into agreements
3. Implement quick wins
• Identify low hanging fruit
• Use LEAN startup methodology to implement

2. Community Facilitation
• Identification of project beneficiaries
• Developing successful representative corporate 

structures for beneficiary communities
• Fair Allocation of project Benefits
• Governance

1. Funding
• ESD limits ability to develop scaled projects
• Alternative sources of seed capital required to 

attract DFI’s and Impact Investors

3. Successful Transformation
• Identify entrepreneurs with potential
• Ensure adequate opportunity for Mentoring and 

Skills transfer
• Optimal balance between communal and 

entrepreneurial equity



Lucy Stevens: Director Legal Services

Lucy Stevens, Director of Digby Wells Environmental has BA and 

LLB degrees from the University of the Witwatersrand and a 

Masters Degree in Environmental Management from the Rand 

Afrikaans University, South Africa. 

Lucy is an admitted attorney of the High Court of South Africa 

and specialises in environmental law. 

She has over ten years of experience in this field which includes 

undertaking environmental legal compliance audits, due 

diligences, legal reviews, overseeing environmental impact 

assessment studies and providing legal advice in both the 

mining and non-mining sectors throughout Africa.



What is the EACOP Project?

• The East African Crude Oil Pipeline Project (EACOP) involves the construction and operation of an
underground, cross-border pipeline which is a 1,443km pipeline that will transport crude oil from
Uganda to the Indian Ocean Coast in Tanzania. This is one of the largest pipeline projects in Africa.

• Oil was discovered in Uganda’s Albertine Graben in 2006 by Tullow Oil. Production licenses for the
oil fields were issued by the Government of Uganda in August 2016 but commercial production has
not yet begun, as it is contingent on the completion of the export pipeline.

• A consortium comprised of Tullow Oil, Total E&P and China National Offshore Oil Corporation
(CNOOC) hold licences to develop 1.5 billion barrels of recoverable resources in Uganda’s Lake
Albert Basin.

• The Inter-governmental Agreement between Uganda and Tanzania was signed in May 2017,
securing the pipeline route.

• In Uganda, the pipeline, 296km long, will traverse 10 districts.

• In Tanzania, the pipeline, 1,147km long, will traverse 8 regions and 25 districts.



EACOP Project Overview



EACOP Construction

• Due to the viscous and waxy nature of Uganda’s crude oil, the pipeline will need
to be heated along the entire route, making the EACOP the longest electrically
heated pipeline in the world. The construction pipeline corridor (Right of Way) is
30m.

• Once the Final Investment Decision is undertaken, the pipeline detail design,
procurement and construction will start, and last for some 36 months.

• The pipeline is to be placed in the pre-dug trench, or in some cases it will
require to be bored under waterways or roads by using horizontal drilling. The
pipeline will be buried to minimise impact on the environment, with some
facilities above ground, designed to ensure minimal environmental and social
impact.



EACOP Construction

East African Crude Oil Pipeline. 2017. Construction. [ONLINE] Available at: http://eacop.com/the-project/construction/. [Accessed 3 February 2019].



EACOP Project Expectations



EACOP Project Requirements – Priority Areas

• In order to construct and operate a pipeline of this scale a large number of
facilities and infrastructure will have to be established in several areas along
the Pipeline route

• These facilities will include ones for the construction and operational
components of the pipeline, with corresponding land requirements.

• Land will be firstly required for the other construction facilities called ‘Priority
Areas’, including:

• Construction camps;

• Pipe yards; and

• Coating yards.



EACOP Project Requirements – Pipeline Route

• Tanzanian Law required EACOP to survey any land that it may require for the

Project. These surveys needed to record:

• Details of affected land owners and occupiers;

• Land ownership/rights of occupancy;

• As well as assets located on the affected land (i.e. structures, houses, economic

trees, graves etc.).

• Survey Information / Data collected

• Value the land and assets, so the Project can offer affected land owners and

occupiers fair compensation.

• Preparation of a Resettlement Policy Framework and a Resettlement Action Plan.



The Digby Wells Consortium

• Due to the magnitude of the project,
Digby Wells had joined with four (4)
other organizations / companies to
form a consortium “DWC” (Digby
Wells Consortium) to achieve the
project objectives

• Paulsam Geo-Engineering (Field
Teams including Surveyors and
Valuers);

• STCL (Health, Safety and Logistics);

• Whiteknights (Registered Project
Valuer);

• Nomad Consulting.



The RAP Team

• 225 field team members – 204 Tanzanian (91%)

• Management team: 16 persons, 50% Tanzanian

• Total person-days:  more than 50,000 

• International: 20%

• Tanzanian: 80%

• About 3,000  person-days for management team:

• 50% International

• 50% Tanzanian



• Route/ site selection studies

• Minimised displacement

• Some displacement is unavoidable

• Temporary vs. permanent

• Will require resettlement/
compensation

Overview of the EACOP Process



Priority Areas

• Coating Yard: CY - TZ (1 in

Tanzania) – 99 acres

• 12 Main Construction

Camps / Pipe Yards (MCPY)

503 acres total

• 1 Main Construction Camp

(MC-13) and Pipe Yard (PY-

13) is split over two

locations – 41 acres total

• Temporary Access Roads –

24 acres total



Priority Areas Example



Phase 1 – Priority Area Surveys

• Surveys of Priority Areas (Main Camps, Pipe Yards and Coating 
Yard) September/October 2017 

• Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) & Valuation Reports

• Survey area approximately 667 acres

• 15 affected villages

• 1 RAP report

• 12 Valuation Reports to IFC and TZ Standards (24 Separate Reports)



Scope of Work – Phase 2 Pipeline Surveys

• Surveys of pipeline March 2018 to July 2019 (including post survey 
steps and reporting)  

• Resettlement Action Plans (RAPs) & Valuation Reports

• 1,147 km of pipeline

• 30 m corridor

• Survey area approximately 9,632 acres

• 236 affected villages

• 8 RAP reports (1 per Region)

• 23 Valuation Reports to IFC and TZ Standards  (46 Separate Reports) 

• Pre-survey estimate  9,000 to 12,000 affected farmers – actual number is around 
10,000



• 9 teams

• Average survey speed: 20-30 km of

pipeline per week (planned)

• Total size of survey team: 225 full-time

survey members

• Minimum 24 experienced

Registered Valuers (plus supporting

roles)

• Plus approx. 20 govt. officials per team
= 300 people

• Overseeing role to ensure a fair process followed.

• Assistance in cases of refusal to participate, etc.

Pipeline Survey Teams



Pipeline Survey Camps

• Each camp erected, included the following:

• Clinic area/space;

• Fire warning and fire fighting system;

• Access control;

• Water treatment plant;

• Water bladders with two-day water supply;

• Segregated waste; and

• ISO standard meals.

• All camps were dry camps, i.e. no alcohol at all, zero tolerance, dismissal if
found to be in contravention of this



Pipeline Survey Camps



Pipeline Survey Teams



Pipeline Survey Teams



• Tablet-based

• Complete paperless system

• The data from the tablets (both valuation and
socio-economic) was downloaded daily, in
CSV format, and sent to the combined DWC
data management team who consolidated
the sets from each team into one dataset.

• The data was validated to produce the
reports and schedules per project affected
person (PAP) to be displayed in each village.

• The valuation data was transferred into a
database, from which validation and
valuation reports have been produced.

• The socio-economic data was provided to
the social specialists to complete the RAPs.

• Main survey activities:

• Sensitization – District, Ward & Village level;

• Land delineation Survey;

• Asset and valuation survey; and

• Socio-economic survey.

Survey Execution



Survey Execution



Survey Execution



Survey Execution



Survey Execution



Survey Execution



Survey Execution



Health and Safety Protocol

• Pre-feasibility onshore oil and gas standards were implemented.

• A global Detailed Execution Plan (DEP) was approved for all activities. The DEPs included

a motivation/need for the work, methods to be used, as well as schedules, staff

components, HSE requirements, reporting controls and sequences, deliverables.

• Daily journey management plans (JMPs), to Total standards

• Daily HSE meetings from the first week of in-field surveys, until the bulk of the teams

were out of the field.

• Ambulance and doctor had to accompany each survey team.

• All vehicles were equipped with satellite phones and two way radios, as well as

monitored 24/7 on a tracking system



Health and Safety



Health and Safety



Tracking Survey Progress



The Final Health and Safety Numbers

2,139,000km driving distance covered

Combined 909,660 team hours; with 509 days on site

0 Medically treated Injury

1 Lost time injury



Phase 2 – In field Survey Completion



Post Survey Steps

• Data cleaning

• Field validation of recorded assets

• Completion of Valuation Reports

• Disclosure of Valuation Reports to local authorities and PAPs

• Local Government Sign-off of Valuation Reports

• Submission of Valuation Reports to Chief Valuer

• Review and Approval by Chief Valuer

• Additional data collection (replacement land, qualitative socio-economic data, etc.)

• Compilation and completion of RAPs



EACOP Report Submission



• Total PAPs: 9,016

• Total Valuations: 11,834

• Total household members: 56,346

• Project Affected Households: 8,441

• Graves: 1,016 (total graves)

• Structures: 965 (total structures)

• Size of valuations database: 41MB

• Size of Socio-Economic database:
201MB

• Crop records: 12,446 (each record
indicates a type of crop & stem/area to
be compensated for a household)

• Tree records: 23,316 (as above)

• Intercropping: 1,184 (as above)

The Final Data Numbers



The Friendships Made…



The Hard Work Awarded…



EACOP 2019




